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Hand scanner

Phrenology

(bad idea)

Organology

(good idea)



Two enduring ideas deriving from Gall

• Faculty psychology

The mind has a ‘parts list.’

• Experience-dependent plasticity

Using the parts changes

their neuronal realization.



Outline

• The maps problem
Localizing what?

• The mapping problem
What are appropriate linking hypotheses between domains?

• The experimental granularity problem
More naturalism versus more hypothesis testing?



1. The map(s) problem

In the last 25 years, the 

dominant research program 

has become to map out the 

“localization of function.”

The principal question has 

been “where are different 

functions localized”?

The cartographic imperative

approach: lots about 

‘where’ - but relatively little 

about‘how’ things work.



Language is not monolithic

Phonetics/phonology

sound structure

Morphology

word structure

Lexical semantics

word meaning

Syntax

sentence structure

Prosody

sentence melody

Compositional semantics

sentence meaning

Discourse

larger meaning scale

language-o-topy



Language 
system

How naïve are we willing to be?

Visual 
system

Auditory 
system



Amunts et al., 2010, PLoS Biology

For example … “Broca’s area” is, if anything, “Broca’s region”, with many 
subdivisions (not even counting laminar specialization).

=> Monolithic generalizations about function are not even wrong.







Price 2012, NeuroImage



Nature Reviews Neuroscience 2008

Nature Reviews Neuroscience 2007



Productive engagement with the maps problem is an important part of our 

‘homework’ in the neuroscience of language  – a critical intermediate step 

on the path towards developing a more comprehensive understanding.

But ….

We must not confuse localization with explanation! 

The cartographic imperative should be followed, 

but it is not sufficient.



Huth et al. 2016, Nature



Huth et al. 2016, Nature



unflushable



Hickok & Poeppel, 2007, Nat Rev Neurosci

Functional anatomy of speech sound processing



The cortical analysis of speech-specific temporal structure 
revealed by responses to sound quilts

Tobias Overath, Josh H. McDermott, Jean Mary Zarate, David Poeppel

Nature Neuroscience, 2015

Duke MIT NPG 



A Sequence of Object-Processing Stages Revealed by fMRI in the Human Occipital Lobe 
Grill-Spector et al. (1998), Human Brain Mapping



Regions subserving speech-
specific analysis should exhibit an 
increasing response to speech 
quilts as the segment length 
increases, 

because this manipulation 
increases the temporal extent 
over which the signal contains 
naturalistic speech structure. 

The structure of a quilted signal 

is similar to that of the source 
signal within a segment and 
across a segment’s border, 

but differs from the source at 
larger scales for source signals 
that contain large-scale 

dependencies.



Heschl’s gyrusPlanum t.Superior temp sulc





… but the modulation spectra are a bit different, especially in the syllable range.

Simoncelli & McDermott texture synthesis
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Synthetic signals (20s in length) were generated that matched either 1) the 
envelope marginal statistics and modulation power or 2) the envelope 
marginal statistics, modulation power, and cochlear correlations of each of 
the 20s speech source signals used for speech quilts.
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Regions subserving speech-
specific analysis should exhibit an 
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One possible account: responses are driven by prosody, and in particular the prosodic pitch variation that 
occurs in natural speech. 
Such patterns are largely preserved in quilts made from long segments of speech, but are severely 
disrupted in quilts made from short segments.

To test the importance of pitch variation, we presented quilts made from noise-vocoded speech. We 
generated noise-vocoded versions of each of our source speech recordings by imposing the envelopes of 
10 frequency bands (ERB-spaced, covering the entire spectrum) on noise.



Functional ROIs revealed by a parcellation algorithm. The five color- coded fROIs are rendered onto the 
smoothed surface (top) and on individual axial slices (bottom) of a template brain (avg152Ts.nii in SPM). 
The response to the six different segment length conditions (normalized with respect to the L960 localizer 
condition) is plotted for each of the five fROIs. The response pattern is similar across ROIs.



Quilts

- Preserve statistical structure 
of speech (without linguistic 
structure)  

Bilateral STS

- Sensitivity to speech
- Specificity to speech
- Intrinsic temporal window 

of <500 ms

An intermediate level between
acoustics and linguistic analysis

- posit a stage/level of acoustic-
phonetic analysis that generates 
intermediate representations 
prior to linguistic computation



Productive engagement with the maps problem is an important part of our 

‘homework’ in the neuroscience of language  – a critical intermediate step 

on the path towards developing a more comprehensive understanding.

But ….

We must not confuse localization with explanation! 

The cartographic imperative should be followed, 

but it is not sufficient.



Outline

• The maps problem
Localizing what?

• The mapping problem
What are appropriate linking hypotheses between domains?

• The experimental granularity problem
More naturalism versus more hypothesis testing?



2. The mapping problem

The parts list alignment challenge for cognitive neuroscience of language 



Poeppel & Embick, 2005, 2014

The mapping problem



Poeppel & Embick, 2005, 2014

The mapping problem



Poeppel & Embick, 2005, 2014

The mapping problem



Poeppel & Embick, 2005, 2014

The mapping problem

There is an absence of ‘linking hypotheses’ by which we explore how brain mechanisms 

form the basis for linguistic computation.

Aligning the alphabets or primitives or atoms or parts lists is a formidable challenge.  



“I think it's fair to say…that our understanding of the worm has not been materially 
enhanced by having that connectome available to us. We don't have a comprehensive 
model of how the worm's nervous system actually produces the behaviors. What we 
have is a sort of a bed on which we can build experiments—and many people have built 
many elegant experiments on that bed. But that connectome by itself has not explained 
anything.” Tony Movshon, NYU, Scientific American 2012

The c. elegans effort – a beauty and a beast

302 neurons - known
7000 connections – known
Genome - known

Model of how the worm 
does what it does?
Beyond our understanding! 



Linguistics Neuroscience

distinctive feature dendrites, spines 

morpheme cell-assembly/ensemble

noun phrase population

clause cortical column

concatenation long-term potentiation

linearization receptive field

phrase-structure generation oscillation

semantic composition synchronization

fractionate into

generic formal operations

segmentation

concatenation

comparison

recursion

identify basis for

generic formal operations

segmentation

concatenation

comparison

recursion

?

The mapping problem: seeking the right computational granularity

Poeppel & Embick, 2005; Poeppel 2012; Embick & Poeppel 2014



Desiderata for a model bridging neuronal mechanisms 

and linguistic representation

x---y

yx

z

concatenation constituency recursion 

Neurobiological mechanisms that can form the basis of elemental 

steps involved in most linguistic computation: 

This is the granularity - and level of abstractness - of operations

that can profitably be studied in animal research as well, doing

away with questions such as “are humans different or better or 

higher, or not” and turning to the typical questions such as: 

“How does this work?”

The mapping problem: seeking the right computational granularity



Cortical tracking of hierarchical linguistic structures 
in connected speech

Nai Ding, Lucia Melloni, Xing Tian, Hang Zhang, David Poeppel

Nature Neuroscience, 2016 

Nai Ding

NYU

Zhejiang Univ.

Lucia Melloni

Max Planck

NYU
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Auditory cortical activity is entrained 
to the envelope => syllabic rhythm.

2 second

speech envelope reconstructed from MEG response

stimulus speech envelope

processed MEG response

e.g. Luo & Poeppel, Neuron 2007; Ding & Simon, PNAS 2012; J Neuroscience 2013

Neural entrainment is seen in both the theta and delta bands during 
spoken language comprehension.



Temporally organized spike train 
(Output Layers II/III)

Stimulus induced (SI) theta oscillations 
(1-8 Hz; LFP, EEG, MEG)

2. Stimulus 
envelope tracking

3. Theta/gamma nesting

SI theta-modulated gamma oscillations
(25-35 Hz)

Speech waveform

High excitability
Strong spiking

Low excitability

1. Phase reset

Spectro-temporal
encoding

5. Alignment of neuronal excitability
with acoustic structure

4. Modulation of neuronal excitability 
and output discretization

Stimulus-driven spike train 
(input Layer IV)

Giraud & Poeppel, 2012, Nat Neurosci

Cortical oscillations and speech processing: 
emerging computational principles and operations



Parsing events, e.g. syllables

shehadyourdarksuitingreasywashwaterallyear

MEG

Courtesy of Keith Doelling, NYU



Parsing events, e.g. syllables

shehadyourdarksuitingreasywashwaterallyearshe               had        your        dark           suitin greasy        wash         water           allyear

Courtesy of Keith Doelling, NYU



Boundaries between syllables are usually 

defined by the speech envelope, but not the 

boundaries between words and phrases.

envelope

waveform

phonetic level

word-level

syntactic level



lovely kids eat apples

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Sentence

love ly kids eat ap ples

Sentences

Phrases

Syllables

Words

Parsing Linguistic Structures

Embedded in Continuous Speech

The neural code for each linguistic unit must 

change at the rate of that linguistic unit.



lovely kids eat apples

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Sentence

love ly kids eat ap ples

Hierarchical Entrainment to

the Hierarchical Linguistic Structure?



lovely kids eat apples

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase

Sentence

love ly kids eat ap ples

Hierarchical Entrainment to the 

Hierarchical Linguistic Structure?

e.g., Luo & Poeppel, 2007

Ding & Simon, 2012



A Sequence with Hierarchical
Linguistic Structures

4 Hz

2 Hz

1 Hz





• 16 native listeners of Mandarin Chinese

• Outlier detection: occasionally, the noun 
phrases of two sentences will be switched, 
creating two nonsense sentences.

• Data processed by a spatial filter 
optimized to extract phase-locked activity.

(Wang et al., J Neurophys 2012; Ding & Simon, PNAS 2012; 

de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008)



Cortical Activity Tracks
Hierarchical Linguistic Rhythms



Data from Individual Listeners











Non-speakers Only Track
the Syllabic/Acoustic Rhythm





Hierarchical Entrainment for English



Interim Summary

• Cortical activity is entrained to the phrasal 

and sentential rhythms of speech.

• Phrasal/sentential level entrainment is 

seen for both Chinese and English, and 

not confounded by encoding of acoustic 

features.



A Markov Chain Language with

Constant Transitional Probability



A Markov Chain Language with

Constant Transitional Probability

Probability
Fourier

transform



each sentence

played ~12 times



25 sentences,

each repeated ~12 times





Neural Source Localization using ECoG

5 epileptic patients

left hemisphere

(3 patients)

right hemisphere

(2 patients)



Spatially Dissociable Sentential and

Phrasal Representations



Spatially Dissociable Sentential and

Phrasal Representations



Summary

• Cortical circuits can generate slow rhythms 
matching the time scales of larger linguistic 
structures, even when such rhythms are not 
present in the speech input, which provides a 
plausible mechanism for online building of 
large linguistic structures.

• Such tracking of larger linguistic units is 
rule/grammar-based, not confounded by 
encoding of auditory features or transitional 
probability.



Outline

• The maps problem
Localizing what?

• The mapping problem
What are appropriate linking hypotheses between domains?

• The experimental granularity problem
More naturalism versus more hypothesis testing?



multisensory -- contextually dependent -- interactive



emotional

awesome

relentlessly cute

socially interactive





• Theoretically well motivated
• Computationally explicit
• Biologically realistic





Outline Conclusions

• The maps problem
Localization is not explanation

• The mapping problem
What are appropriate linking hypotheses?

• The world is complicated, but we still need to be ‘radical
decompositionalists’ to generate explanatory understanding
Context and naturalism makes our work hard/harder



Outline Conclusions

• The maps problem
Localization is not explanation

• The mapping problem
What are appropriate linking hypotheses?

• The world is complicated, but we still need to be ‘radical
decompositionalists’ to generate explanatory understanding
Context and naturalism makes our work hard/harder

• Resolution(s)
We have ever-better spatial resolution, appropriate temporal 
resolution, but we could use better ‘conceptual resolution’



Thanks to support from NIH, NSF, ARO, AFOSR, Max-Planck Society



demonstrating that the neural response continuously changes during the course of a 

sentence, which can last up to 2 seconds, rather than being a transient response only 

occurring at the sentence boundary. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Neural tracking of sentences of varying structures. (A) The global field power 

of the neural response tracks the sentence duration, even when the sentence boundaries 

(dotted lines) are not conveyed by any acoustic gap. The responses to sentences of 

different durations are color-coded (sentence duration labeled in the same color). (B) The 

averaged global field power near a sentential boundary (colored bar). The power 

continuously changes throughout the duration of a sentence. Shaded area denotes 2 SEM. 

Significance differences between the power averaged over the duration of each syllable 

(shaded squares at the bottom) are marked by a star (P < 0.01, t-test, FDR corrected). (C) 

Confusion matrix for neural decoding of the sentence duration (leave-one-out cross-

validation).  (D) The responses to sentences starting with either a 3-syllable noun phrase 

or a 4-syllable noun phrase (shown in the bottom). The global field power shows a 

transient increase near the boundary of the noun phrase and the verb phrase, even when 

the phrasal boundary is not indicated by an acoustic gap. The yellow areas show the time 

intervals in which the response power depends on the phrase duration (P < 0.005, 

bootstrap, FDR corrected). 

 

A single-trial decoding analysis was performed to confirm by other means that cortical 

activity tracks the duration of sentences. The decoder applies template matching for the 

response time course, and its performance is evaluated by a leave-one-out cross-

validation procedure. The confusion matrix, i.e. histogram  of   the    d ecoder’s  ou t put   fo r   

sentences of different durations is shown in Fig. 4C. On average, 34.9 ± 0.6% (mean ± 

SEM over subjects) of the sentences are correctly detected (significantly better than 

chance level, i.e. 20%, P < 10
-6

, t-test). 

 



Mesgarani et al. 2014, Science



Mesgarani et al. 2014, Science



[+ cons, -son] [-cons, +son] [+ cons, -son]

x xx

c ta

LAR/PHAR LAR/PHAR LAR/PHAR

[-cont] [-cont]

PLACE PLACEPLACE

GLOT

[-voice]

DORSAL [-ATR] DORSAL CORONAL

[-back, -high, +low]]

GLOT

[-voice] [+ant]

(d)

?

(c)

phonological
primal sketch

(a)

ear

(b)

brain

Poeppel, v. Wassenhove, Idsardi 2008

Zooming in on the problem: from vibrations in the ear to abstractions in the head



The maps problems are hard but manageable.
The mapping problem (or alignment) between 

language and neurobiology is non-trivial

The brain ‘maps’ (regions/responses/coding)  and 
the language ‘maps’ (cartography of language) 

are becoming increasingly detailed. Conceptual (linguistics, 
psychology, cognitive science, computation) and technical 
advances are moving us steadily forwards.

A harder challenge: The Mapping Problem 

What form should the linking hypotheses take that explain 
how the brain forms the basis for linguistic computation? 
Alignment and explanation are mysterious.



New era – closer ties between 
linguistics, neuroscience, and computation

The spatial and temporal resolutions are increasing 
(imaging, invasive recording, linking to animal models, 
etc. …) and helping us address the maps problem.

The ‘conceptual resolution’ is what requires our attention 
now to address the mapping problem. Computationally 
explicit analyses will help in sharpening the linking 
hypotheses.

Connections to systems neuroscience that we should 
exploit more:
• links to animal models for computational subroutines  
• neural coding
• genetics
• neural circuits



@davidpoeppel http://www.talkingbrains.org/ http://psych.nyu.edu/clash/poeppellab/


